
Let Us Simplify 
Your Business

Model Trading Service



Outsource  
your model 
management, 
trading,  
rebalancing,  
and account  
administration.

Model Trading Services

Vestmark’s new turnkey solution includes 
outsourced model management, trading, 
and rebalancing services. Resulting  
efficiency and productivity gains can  
generate hard-dollar savings and allow 
wealth management firms to rebalance  
their focus. 

MTS drives productivity and efficiency with fully outsourced  
trading and rebalancing. Models can be sourced from the 
Vestmark Manager Marketplace™ (VMM) —  which offers 
800 models from over 180 managers — or provided by a 
home office or advisors.

By leveraging the VestmarkONE® portfolio management  
platform and its flexible ‘model building block’ technology, 
MTS provides sophisticated account implementation,  
rebalancing, tax-aware trading, and ongoing account  
administration. This service mitigates the burden of  
maintaining client portfolios in line with their respective  
investment models and allocation targets.



We want to  
maximize time 
spent meeting 
with clients  
and prospects. 

Challenge #1: 

Implementing, trading, and rebalancing  
models is time-consuming and challenging. 

The MTS Solution

MTS rebalances and implements trades on your client  
accounts according to your pre-determined instructions and 
tolerances. We also follow managers’ specific instructions  
for models being managed by third party managers. This  
can be done in a tax-aware manner and our trading service 
does not receive any soft-dollars so you avoid potential  
conflicts of interest.  

The MTS service can be leveraged for internally developed 
models, models from the Vestmark Manager Marketplace 
(VMM), or models managed by individual advisors or third  
party managers/strategists. MTS supports individual equity 
securities, mutual funds, and ETFs. We can also support  
fixed income via third party managers, for which we have  
a robust list in VMM.  



Challenge #2: 

It’s difficult to scale the administrative side 
of managing client accounts.

The MTS Solution

MTS handles the trading and execution of all types of  
administrative/maintenance trades. These trades can be  
done efficiently in a tax-aware manner. We also monitor  
and update for corporate actions. All trading is done on the 
VestmarkONE® platform, which offers scale, flexibility, tax-lot 
accounting and powerful trading efficiencies. 

It’s hard to scale  
the administrative 
side of managing 
client accounts. 



Challenge #3: 

When making changes to models, it  
can be time-consuming to execute trades 
across all impacted client accounts in a  
tax-aware manner, especially where there 
is account level customization. 

The MTS Solution

MTS trades across all accounts and sleeves to keep each  
in line with model positions, restrictions, drift tolerances,  
and tax sensitivity.  You set the drift tolerance and determine  
the rebalancing frequency     – we handle the rest. We can  
rebalance on a pre-set schedule, e.g., quarterly, or annually, 
as well as on demand. This service seeks to honor managers’ 
investment intent and addresses account level customization  
at scale. 

Executing  
model changes 
at scale can  
be a time  
consuming  
process.  



Challenge #4: 

Ideally clients’ portfolios should fully reflect  
selected asset allocation, including mutual 
funds, ETFs, third-party models, and  
discretionary managed sleeves, along with  
any client level customization or restrictions. 

The MTS Solution

MTS can trade mutual funds and ETFs, equities, and  
third-party models. Using the VestmarkONE® portfolio  
management platform, we can honor manager / home  
office /advisor intent and account-level restrictions,  
parameters, and customization, in a very scalable way. 

Our firm  
wants to  
customize 
portfolios 
at scale.   



Challenge #5: 

Clients value after tax performance but 
effective tax loss harvesting is complex  
and time-consuming. 

The MTS Solution

MTS minimizes the tax impact of each trade by selecting the 
optimal tax lot to be sold and by following wash sale rules.  
We also perform tax-loss harvesting upon request and reinvest 
proceeds into proxy ETFs designated by your managers.  

Clients want 
to minimize 
tax bills.   



Challenge #6:  

Our firm wants to make investment  
selection and portfolio construction  
decisions and doesn’t want to surrender  
control to a TAMP.  

The MTS Solution

MTS is not a full turnkey asset management platform or 
“TAMP”.  We perform trading and implementation but  
your firm retains the responsibility for investment selection, 
due diligence and portfolio construction.  

Outsourcing  
trading while  
maintaining  
investment  
control is ideal. 



Model Trading Services

Our goal is to enable wealth  
management firms to streamline  
administrative processes, freeing  
up more time to spend with their 
clients and on growing AUM.

Connect with us at  
sponsors@vestmarkmm.com 

To learn more visit 
www.vestmarkmm.com

Let Us.



About Vestmark:
Headquartered outside of Boston, MA and founded in 2001, Vestmark is a leading provider of portfolio management/trading 
solutions and outsourced services for financial institutions and their advisors, enabling them to efficiently manage and trade 
customized client portfolios through an innovative SaaS platform. Supporting over $1.4 trillion in assets and 4.5 million accounts, 
Vestmark is a trusted partner to some of the largest and most respected wealth management firms.
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Vestmark Advisory Solutions, Inc. (“VAS”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Vestmark, Inc., strives to enable financial institutions and advisors to efficiently manage and 
trade investor portfolios through an innovative SaaS platform. VAS is an investment advisor registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Registration 
does not imply a certain level of skill or training. VAS has its principal place of business in Jersey City, NJ.
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